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Reviews protein sample is desirable.
Then, the primary protein crystallization condition screening is carried out by manual pipetting or using an automated robot. When the appropriate conditions have been explored, the secondary condition screening, which optimizes the concentrations of protein, precipitant, and buffer, is conducted to obtain a high-quality crystal. Finally, the protein crystal structure is analyzed by using an in-house source X-ray diffraction system or a synchrotron facility.
The protein crystallization process is recognized as being a bottleneck in the protein structure determination process. This is because the protein crystallization condition screenings require large amounts of valuable protein samples, reagents and time. They are also labor-intensive. Automated dispensing robots (Mosquito ® , Gryphon ® , etc.) have been developed to facilitate the screening process, and to reduce the necessary amounts of protein sample and crystallization reagents. 1, 15 Such equipment enables high-throughput screening for protein crystallization conditions, even though a hefty initial cost is one of the major disadvantages to be overcome. Moreover, the running cost is increased due to the trial-and-error approach for the protein crystallization condition screenings. Like in the protein crystallization, X-ray crystal structure analysis is also a complicated process. Protein crystals are fragile and have low mechanical strength, because they contain many water molecules in the crystal lattice. This property complicates the crystal structure analysis process, which includes protein crystal handling, cryoprotection, and X-ray analysis. For these reasons, protein crystallization and X-ray crystal structure analysis strongly depend on the skills of trained persons carrying out the work.
Microfluidic-based protein crystallization devices have been developed as an excellent and cost-effective apparatuses for protein crystallization and X-ray crystal structure analysis. For protein crystallization experiments, the use of microfluidic devices allows for small amounts of protein samples and crystallization reagents to be used, high-throughput screening for protein crystallization conditions to be achieved, and the nucleation and crystal growth behavior of the protein to be controlled. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] Ismagilov's group reported on the potential of droplet-based microfluidics for protein crystallization condition screening. 17, 38 Protein solution, precipitant solution, buffer solution, and additives (optional) were introduced at the inlet of the microfluidic device, followed by the formation of microdroplets of this mixture in oil. The crystallization conditions could be controlled by changing the flow rates of protein, precipitant, and buffer solutions. The volume of the microdroplets was also controllable by the flow-rate conditions. Hansen et al. 19 developed a well-based protein crystallization microfluidic device by free interface diffusion, which had 480 valves, they carried out 144 parallel crystallization experiments. The microfluidic devices also provide many advantages for X-ray crystal structure analysis, such as allowing on-chip cryoprotection and X-ray diffraction measurement. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] Several microfluidic-based platforms, techniques, and approaches for protein crystallization have been studied. Notably, protein crystallization coupled with crystal structure analysis is the most significant methodology for novice researchers involved in protein crystallography.
In this article, we mainly review our microfluidic-based approaches for protein crystallization and their applications to X-ray crystal structure analysis. First, we summarize two microfluidic-based protein crystallization methods. Next, we describe the protein crystal growth behavior in microfluidic devices, as is known from viewpoints of theoretical and experimental approaches. Finally, we introduce applications of microfluidic devices for on-chip crystal structure analysis.
Droplet-based Protein Crystallization Method
For both conventional crystallization methods and microfluidicbased methods the principle of protein crystallization is based on classical crystallization theory. 32, 33 In the case of the conventional crystallization methods (vapor diffusion, free interface diffusion, microbatch, and dialysis), a protein solution and a precipitant solution are mixed together to increase the supersaturation of the protein solution. Then, several microliters of the crystallization solution are placed on a crystallization plate, which is incubated at an appropriate temperature until protein crystals form in the solution. To obtain suitable protein crystals for X-ray analysis, a large number of conditions must be adjusted, such as the concentrations of the protein, precipitant, and the buffer, as well as the selection of appropriate additives, and the temperature. Microfluidic devices allow us to facilitate the protein crystallization condition screening with using just a small amount of the sample volume (several tens of nanoliters). Both droplet-based approaches and well-based approaches have been reported as platforms for microfluidic-based protein crystallization. Our two types of microfluidic devices for protein crystallization are shown in Fig. 1 Masaya MIYAZAKI has a multidisciplinary background in the fields of analytical biochemistry, microfluidics, micro/nanochemical devices, protein and peptide chemistry, and bioorganic chemistry. He graduated from Saga University with a B.Sc in bioorganic chemistry and pursued his Ph.D. at the same university, majoring in biochemistry. He was trained in the field of protein chemistry at Joslin Diabetes Center/Harvard Medical School, where he spent his postdoctoral training. After working at Japan Science and Technology Corporation (JST), he became a senior researcher at AIST. His current research interests include development of microfluidic reaction system and their application for analytical biochemistry including proteomic analysis. microfluidic devices have the following features: monodispersity, excellent reproducibility, high-throughput, and a volume on the pL to nL level. [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] Droplet-based protein crystallization by the vapor diffusion method was also reported as one application using interesting characteristics of microfluidics. 39 Microdroplets of protein and precipitant solution were alternately formed in the microfluidic device. Water molecules in the protein droplet could diffuse to the precipitant droplet via water-permeable oil.
We have demonstrated the droplet-based protein crystallization method for single crystal formation. 24, 25, 40, 41 Single crystal formation is essential for protein crystallography to obtain a clear diffraction pattern by X-ray crystal structure analysis. When we can obtain one crystal in a microdroplet or a device, on-chip X-ray analysis is easily conducted without any complicated procedures.
Typically, the microdroplet has different features from the macro-scale droplet. In particular, the small volume of the microdroplet and the large interface-tovolume ratio may affect the protein crystallization behavior. To investigate the effect of the microdroplet features on the protein crystallization, we demonstrated protein crystallizations in microdroplets that had different droplet volumes and shapes. 24 Thaumatin and lysozyme were used as model proteins, because they have been well investigated from the viewpoint of their crystallization behavior. In the case of thaumatin crystallization, the droplet volume and the shape affected the thaumatin crystallization behavior. Figure 2 shows photographs of 50 nL volume microdroplets formed by a microfluidic device. Droplets were collected in a PFA (perfluoroalkoxy alkane) capillary with an internal diameter of 200 or 360 μm. When a droplet was collected in a 200-μm capillary, its shape became elongated. On the other hand, a droplet in a 360-μm capillary was elliptically shaped, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . After incubation for 24 h, we counted the number of thaumatin crystals that appeared in the droplet. As a result, the number of thaumatin crystals was increased with an increase of the droplet volume. We could obtain one thaumatin crystal within the small volume droplet regardless of the capillary diameter. In contrast, large-volume droplets (40 -70 nL) produced a large number of thaumatin crystals. The number of thaumatin crystals formed in the droplet with a diameter of 360 μm was decreased compared to the droplet stored in the capillary with a diameter of 200 μm. Furthermore, in both diameter capillaries, getting a spherical droplet made it possible to obtain a single crystal formation. The thaumatin crystal growth was analyzed by using the Avrami equation. 42 The Avrami equation can be written as:
where C is the percentage of crystallization, k is the crystallization rate constant, t is time, and n is the Avrami exponent. The Avrami exponent indicates the mechanism of crystal growth. We found that thaumatin crystal growth was diffusion-controlled. In other words, the molecular diffusion of proteins to the surface of a nucleus or crystal was the limiting-step in droplet-based protein crystallization. Thus, in the elongated droplet (200 μm capillary) more crystals formed than in the elliptical droplet (360 μm capillary), even if the droplets had the same volume.
We also investigated the crystal growth rate of lysozyme within a microdroplet. 41 Our single crystal method is expected to be able to analyze protein crystal growth precisely, because the microdroplet does not contain any extra protein crystals. Lysozyme crystal growth was well analyzed for the (1 1 0) and the (1 0 1) crystal faces. Generally, the growth rate of both faces depends on the supersaturation condition. We crystallized lysozyme by changing the droplet volume and the concentration of lysozyme. The (1 1 0) face grew faster than the (1 0 1) face under the high supersaturation condition. This result indicates that the crystal growth behavior in the microdroplet is almost the same as the conventional crystal growth behavior.
Well-based Protein Crystallization Method
Well-based microfluidic platforms provide many advantages for protein crystallization. Microfluidic device integrated valves can precisely control the protein crystallization conditions, although their fabrication process may be a little more complicated than that of droplet microfluidics systems. Ismagilov's group reported a SlipChip-based approach to demonstrate the multiplex screening of protein crystallization conditions. 18, 43 The protein crystallization experiment using the SlipChip is composed of the following simple steps: loading of the protein sample and precipitants, slipping of the device (mixing), and crystallizing. To introduce reagents into the device and to mix them, no external equipment (syringe pump, vacuum pump) is required. The crystal structure of glutaryl-CoA dehydrogenase was determined by X-ray crystal structure analysis.
Kenis's group has demonstrated the applicability of the microfluidic device for membrane protein crystallization. 44 A structural determination of membrane proteins is strongly desired in the field of drug discovery. The microfluidic device and the lipidic cubic phase crystallization method were combined for membrane protein crystallization.
The microfluidic device was fabricated from PDMS and the cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) by using standard photolithographic procedures. For the crystallization of a photosynthetic reaction center, a membrane protein from Rhodobacter sphaeroides was conducted using the microfluidic device. The protein solution was introduced into the microfluidic device via a vacuum pump, and was incubated for 4 -12 h to obtain a protein-enriched mesophase. Protein crystals were formed in the mesophase during further incubation for several days. Then, the protein crystals were analyzed by on-chip X-ray analysis at room temperature, and the crystal structure was obtained to a resolution of 2.5 Å.
Protein Crystal Growth in Microfluidic Devices
Analysis of protein crystal growth behavior provides significant information for forming a high-diffraction quality protein crystal. We have analyzed protein crystallization behavior in the microdroplet by theoretical and experimental approaches. 25, 40, 45 Spherical microdroplets with different diameters (130, 200, 360, and 500 μm) were prepared to evaluate the effect of protein molecular diffusion on the crystallization behavior. When we used a small size droplet, one protein crystal formed in the droplet, as shown in Table 1 . Described from the viewpoint of nucleation and crystal growth, protein molecules in the droplet diffuse to the nucleus, which is followed by crystal growth. Therefore, protein molecules around the crystal are consumed by the crystal growth and a protein concentration gradient forms in the droplet. Then, protein molecules are transported to the nucleus or crystal neighborhood by molecular diffusion. We defined the critical droplet size to obtain only one crystal within a microdroplet as follows: 40 Rc = (6DC0/q) 1/2 (2) where Rc is the critical droplet size as a radius, D is the diffusion coefficient of the protein molecule, C0 is the initial concentration of protein in the droplet, and q is the consumption rate of the protein. Figure 3 shows a schematic illustration of the single crystal method based on the critical droplet size. To demonstrate the concept of single crystallization, we carried out crystallization experiments of lysozyme (14 kDa), thaumatin (22 kDa), glucose isomerase (170 kDa, 4 subunits), and ferritin (440 kDa, 24 subunits). 25 The estimated Rc values were 600, 600, 450, and 200 μm, for lysozyme, thaumatin, glucose isomerase, and ferritin, respectively. However, the actual critical size was expected to be smaller than the estimated critical size due to a consideration of the assumptions of Eq. (2). For the crystallization of lysozyme, thaumatin, and glucose isomerase, only one protein crystal formed in the droplet with a diameter smaller than 360 μm, even when the high concentration solution of protein was used. In contrast, the crystallization behavior of ferritin crystals was different from that of the other proteins. Figure 4 shows the distributions of ferritin crystals formed in the droplet. A slight increase of the precipitant concentration induced multiple nucleations of the ferritin crystal, and the distribution of the crystals was wider. These results suggest that the molecular diffusion of protein is equally as important as the protein crystallization conditions for single crystal formation.
We have also attempted to image protein crystal growth in a microdroplet by using confocal Raman microscopy. 45 Microdroplets containing appropriate concentrations of thaumatin and precipitant were prepared by using a microfluidic device, and were collected in a PFA capillary. The capillary was placed in the sample stage. We confirmed the presence of a Raman peak at 2937 cm -1 ; this corresponds to the C-H stretching vibration of the peptide backbone. This peak is best suited for obtaining mapping images by in situ Raman microscopy. The exposure time of the laser was adjusted to 5 s, although a longer laser beam exposure will increase the Raman intensity.
Considering the large number of detection points (588 points) to obtain the Raman mapping image, these measurement conditions allowed us to detect the thaumatin crystallization behavior effectively. Figure 5 shows the time evolution of Raman mapping images during the crystal growth process at 64 min intervals. After nucleation (upper left), the Raman intensity of the droplet gradually decreased with time; conversely, that of the thaumatin crystal became stronger. The concentration of thaumatin around the crystal decreased after nucleation for 2 to 3 h. This suggests that thaumatin molecules around the crystal were incorporated into the crystal. Consequently, the concentration gradient formed and thaumatin molecules were transported to the neighborhood of the crystal. We consider that a coupling of droplet-based microfluidics and in situ Raman spectroscopic imaging offers a useful technique to analyze protein crystal growth without any complicated operations. 
Application for X-ray Analysis
Generally, a protein crystal contains many water molecules in the crystal lattice. Therefore, the protein crystal is fragile, and requires careful and skilled handling for X-ray crystal structure analysis.
Thus, a microfluidic approach, i.e. protein crystallization coupled with on-chip X-ray analysis, provides great advantages for protein crystal structure analysis. We demonstrated in situ X-ray diffraction measurements coupled with droplet-based protein crystallization, and examined the effect of the wall thickness and the material of the capillary used in the X-ray diffraction measurement. 27 Glass and PFA capillaries were used for in situ X-ray analysis. The thicknesses of the capillary walls were 10 and 80 μm for glass and PFA capillaries, respectively. In this in situ X-ray diffraction experiments, the protein crystal did not undergo the pretreatment called cryoprotection, which is generally used for X-ray analysis to prevent any degradation of the protein crystal. Therefore, 3 or 4 diffraction data were measured with 60 s exposure and 1 oscillation. Clear diffraction images were obtained by this method, as shown in Fig. 6 , because our droplet-based single crystal method can produce only one protein crystal within a droplet. We determined the lattice constant, space group, and crystal system from several diffraction images, and found that the capillary wall thickness and material did not affect the determination of these crystallographic parameters.
For the past few years, large-scale synchrotron facilities have been developed. They make it possible to use a microcrystal for X-ray crystal structure analysis. 46, 47 However, a high-intensity X-ray beam induces degradation of the protein crystal due to the formation of oxygen radicals in the protein crystal. To prevent degradation of the protein crystal, cryoprotection is a required and essential process. Typically, a protein crystal is soaked in a cryoprotectant (a solution for cryoprotection) by skilled manual handling for several minutes. Recently, we developed a new microfluidic platform that enables seamless experiments to be carried out from protein crystallization to X-ray crystal structure analysis. 26 Moreover, our microfluidic device was able to implement cryoprotection after protein crystallization without manual handling of the formed protein crystal. Also, we were able to carry out the X-ray diffraction analysis at 100 K to obtain a complete data set from one protein crystal; 90 diffraction data were measured with a 30-s exposure and 1 oscillation. Figure 7 shows photographs of the microfluidic devices in an on-chip X-ray diffraction experiment. A microfluidic device was optimized for X-ray analysis under the cryogenic condition ( Fig. 7(b) ). The effect of stepwise cryoprotection on the crystallographic data using the optimized microfluidic device was examined. Table 2 gives the crystallographic data results for lysozyme crystals with and without cryoprotection. The lysozyme crystal without cryoprotection was analyzed at 277 K (0 min). The resolution limit of a cryocooled lysozyme crystal was 1.6 Å, regardless of the cryoprotection procedure. On the other hand, the non-treated lysozyme crystal diffracted at a resolution limit of 1.8 Å, and the diffraction intensity from the lysozyme crystal gradually decreased with the duration of X-ray analysis. We confirmed the effect of stepwise cryoprotection by changing the mixing time of the cryoprotectant and the crystallization solution containing the lysozyme crystal. As a result, we found that short-step cryoprotection was able to effectively prevent degradation of the lysozyme due to osmotic shock by the cryoprotection procedure. Consequently, we consider that the combination of microfluidic-based approaches and synchrotron facilities can promote work on protein crystallization and X-ray crystal structure analysis.
Conclusions
In this review, we have summarized two microfluidic-based approaches for protein crystallization and their applications for X-ray analysis. Droplet-based protein crystallization allows us to promote crystallization experiments coupled with in situ X-ray analysis. Furthermore, we demonstrated the formation of a single crystal based on the critical droplet size, and obtained a high diffraction quality protein crystal. Well-based protein crystallization devices offer wide applications for protein crystallography. They were presented as a useful tool for novice researchers in protein crystallography. Microfluidic devices also enabled in situ measurement of crystal growth and on-chip X-ray crystal structure analysis. We believe that microfluidic-based approaches will be established as a fundamental analytical methodology for protein threedimensional structural analysis.
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